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Spaceship Earth has limited resources. Our future depends on what we do with what we have left. The philosophy of Natural Spaces Domes is to encourage people to stop building resource depleting houses, whose designs are based on the last 100 years.

Instead, we want people to start building an inspiring personal living environment, designed for the next 100 years.

A century in which intelligent, innovative housing decisions, like our Natural Spaces Domes, will provide a benefit for the Earth and its inhabitants.

Buckminster Bucky Fuller has to be given credit for the early development and promotion of the geodesic dome, starting in the 40’s. His design team created spectacular, huge dome enclosures for many uses. He was a prolific inventor, teacher, and consummate lecturer until his death in July 1983. It was a pleasure and honor to have met him.

Dennis Odin Johnson, owner of Natural Spaces Domes, has been personally involved and committed to the advancement of dome homes since 1971.

Dennis comes from generations of builders and crafters. His house designing goes back to 7th grade, a long, long time ago (1955).

His background includes 11 years as an architectural designer and project manager for Singold-Pink Architects, working in Los Angeles and Minneapolis.

In 1972, Dennis, with his late wife Janet, founded the Big Outdoors People, a dome company that created over 350 domes in 6 years. In 1978, they formed Natural Spaces Domes, completely revamping the dome system. They eliminated problems, incorporated new, updated technology and patented a simple, strong, easy to use dome building system.

Natural Spaces Domes are easy to build, personally designed, healthy, resource efficient and fantastically energy conserving. Read on and learn.
Living in the round is not exactly new. Cave dwellers, Kurds, Bedouins, bees, medieval monks, Indians, Eskimos and Zulus, to name a few, have tried it. But it took the genius of the late R. Buckminster Fuller, whose brilliantly engineered structures were used in radar domes on the Arctic Dew Line after World War II, to demonstrate conclusively that for the material used, domes are the strongest most efficient way to enclose space.

The dome owners who experience dome living every day offer their views...

There is such an awareness of nature in our dome. It must be all the windows and skylights.

Following the first seasonal shift through all the glass has been a glorious nature lesson. Anticipating the next season is exhilarating.

We never thought that living in a dome home would be as fun as it is. The kids think it’s just great. We don’t think we will ever be bored with living here.

Rejuvenating
Surprising
Humanly elegant
Provocative
Breath taking
A very personal home
The ultimate energy penny pincher
so much more than just a shelter

In contrast to the mid-60s, when most dome homes were funky, patched-up symbols of the counterculture, today's average dome buyer is rather middle-American. We're building a basic American housing unit that is a natural and intelligent alternative to expensive and inefficient housing. Dome-homers speak lyrically of the feeling of spaciousness, of an almost mystical airiness induced by living under a skylit canopy.

In a place of time-consuming conventional construction, Natural Spaces offers precise factory engineering: solid, interlocking components, pre-cut for faster assembly.

In place of minimally designed structure based on rectangles, our domes are based on nature's strongest, most efficient shapes - the triangle and the sphere.

In place of vinyl, aluminum and sheetrock, our domes offer all the warmth and natural beauty of wood.

In place of typical, look-alike housing, our domes offer almost unlimited design flexibility. Unique, exhilarating, never before imagined spaces.

Whether you prefer country-style, rustic or dramatic contemporary design - whether you start with your plan or our plan - your Natural Spaces dome home has never looked better.
Our dome home can provide you with a totally new experience in living - a spacious, open airy environment.

Design flexibility allows you to have total freedom of expression in creating marvelous interior dome spaces.

Skylights let the moon and stars in and show clouds drifting by, lifting your spirits even on the dullest of days.

Imagine a gently curved ceiling over twenty feet high. You'll never again feel boxed in, just safe, comfortable, and snug.

It's time our houses were built for the way we live. The obsolete way may be the easy way to build today, but it won't give you your money's worth tomorrow.
HOW DID YOU KNOW WE WOULD LIVE SO HAPPILY INSIDE THIS SPACE? WHY DIDN'T YOU PREPARE US FOR THE FEELING OF COMPLETE UNION BETWEEN OUR LIVING ROOM WINDOWS AND THE RIVER VIEW?

THE DINING ROOM IS COMPLETELY SEPARATE FROM THE LIVING ROOM, BUT THEY'RE JOINED SO ORGANICALLY BY A WARM CURVED WALL AND WARM FIREPLACE.

THE PATTERNS THE MOONLIGHT MAKES ON THE INSIDE ARE BREATHTAKING.

IT'S A THREE-DIMENSIONAL SHOW PLACE AND NEST, ROLLED INTO ONE. IT'S A JOY TO LIVE HERE.
energy savings

One of the biggest factors contributed by the Dome to energy savings, is the Dome shape. The unique quality of the Dome is that by eliminating the boxes corners, rounding the cube so to speak, it eliminates 30% of the surface area assuming the same floor area. Which, right away, reduces the heat lost thru the walls and roof 30%.

We've taken the attic space of the conventional house (which you pay to have built) and used it to create more upper floor space along with the high ceilinged space for a glorious great room.

Another plus for our Dome is in the fact it has 60% to 70% less framing members in the walls and roof. This can contribute an additional 5%-10% in energy savings, a Natural Spaces exclusive.

As we add more insulation and tighten up our wall/roof system, indoor air quality becomes a critical issue. Natural Spaces understands this and offers a Dome system minimizing indoor air contaminants from building materials.

As an example, our standard interior surface of the Dome is made from natural spruce wood. In the typical modern house, where we've eliminated greasy food cooking and tobacco smoke, this wood does not require any chemical sealants or finish. If you need to seal this wood, we specify a very low chemical content sealer/finish.

We also work with those that are chemically sensitive to specific elements, creating a personally healthy custom Dome environment.

Indoor air quality can be enhanced by using fresh air-to-air exchangers or, in colder climates, an HRV (Heat Recovery Ventilator) system. These systems exhaust stale, moist air and take in clean dryer outdoor air (assuming you have cleaner dryer outside air).

Let us help you create a healthy indoor environment. After all, there was a reason we chose to call our company Natural Spaces Domes.
air circulation

Heat rises, one of nature’s laws. During the winter, we need to produce heat in our homes. Conventional homes, with their heat supply next to the floor and their return duct next to the floor, have a hard time dealing with the heat sitting up at the ceiling level. So, it is usually 80 up high and 60 on the floor. All those square box rooms and air that doesn’t like to move at right angles.

The Dome has an advantage with its round shape. Warm air, introduced at the floor around the outside of the Dome, flows readily to the top of the Dome. It would be nice if it would then circulate around and up and down inside the Dome by itself. That theory doesn’t take into account the second floor system, skylights cooling off the air, chimneys and the like hindering the air flow. The warm air needs some help to move around.

Natural Spaces Domes utilizes a warm air intake at the top of the Dome connected to the furnace air handler. This equalizes the temperature in the Dome with Dome owners reporting no more than 1 to 2 difference between the lower floor and the loft.

If you are using radiant floor heat, a large ceiling fan or an in-line fan in a return air duct would equalize the air temperatures.

Our Domes are super-insulated with tight vapor barriers and super low infiltration. An air-to-air heat or energy recovery ventilator (HRV or ERV) will provide a source of fresh make-up air and especially important in colder regions of the country, will temper incoming air. An HRV/ERV will
As leaders and pioneers in the field of dome home technology, Natural Spaces has developed a dome wall ventilation system that provides for continuous natural air circulation over the entire fiberglass insulation surface.

Air enters at the bottom of the dome shell through a flared base vent skirt with screening, rises as it is warmed by the sun, and escapes out of the top low profile vent cupola.

The air being vented carries with it any moisture-laden air that has migrated into the wall cavity from the inside of the dome.

Most other dome companies ignore the condensation problem or simply don't know it exists.

Almost all of the building codes call for a vented air space on the cold side of the insulation in any cathedral ceiling. All building codes require ventilation of attic spaces.

Dome companies that use rigid insulation, cutting it to fit within the triangles, may have a serious condensation problem because the insulation board does not fit tight to the outside panel. This leaves a perfect space for vapor to condense on the outside panel.

If you have ever tried cutting 4x8 sheets of insulation board and tried to fit them into triangular spaces, you know you can't get a tight fit.

Vapor barriers that are put up triangle by triangle create a gap at every single joint, allowing vapor to easily enter the roof cavity.

The only kind of insulation not subject to this problem is spray-in-place urethane. This material, when properly applied to dry wood, adheres and does not allow vapor to penetrate. However, there are other problem details to be dealt with correctly.
Condensation can be described as the change in moisture from a vapor to a liquid. Water vapor within the house can migrate through the wall or ceiling during the heating season to some cold surface where it condenses, collecting in the form of ice or frost. During warm or sunny periods, the frost melts. When conditions are severe, this meltdown in unvented spaces may drip to the ceiling below and damage the interior finish. Wood sheathing may swell up. Insulation becomes wet and loses resistance to heat loss. These problems can be reduced or eliminated when proper construction details are used.

The control of condensation through the use of vapor barriers and ventilation should be practiced regardless of the amount of insulation used.

The use of both inlet and outlet vents in attic and roof spaces aids in keeping the air moving and preventing the accumulation of frost or condensation on roof sheathing in cold areas. Dead air pockets in the roof can normally be prevented by good distribution of inlet vents in the soffit areas. However, there is still a need for vapor barriers; ventilation alone, when insulation is used, does not prevent condensations problems.

Map showing condensation problem areas

Winter condensation problems occur where the average temperature for January is 35° or lower. Some intermittent problems may occur in other areas having averages up to 45°.

Special ventilation and vapor barrier systems are needed in coastal regions and mixed-humid regions.

This map is from a 40-page government publication on condensation problems.
Building Codes Require Certain Insulation Values, Called R-Values, for the Walls and Roof. These are Not the Ideal or the Maximum R-Value—it Is the Minimum R-Value. In 1974 They Were Saying Your Roof Should Have 6 of Insulation With an R-19. Currently, Codes Call for a Minimum R-30 in the Far South, R-38 in the Central and Northern States, R-49 in the Extreme Northern Area.

We Offer Economical, Easy to Build Dome Kits That Will Give You R-Values to Boast About: R-44, R-55, and R-66.

Certainly Ready for the Next Century.
In the summer, the sun's heat radiates thru the roof shingles & plywood. This heats the air inside the shell cavity. In a standard roof this heat will penetrate thru the insulation into the home. Our exclusive ventilated wall & roof cavity works just like the old-time double roof. The heated air inside the shell cavity rises in our air space between the insulation and plywood. This creates a chimney effect, pulling in cooler ground air thru the base vents and getting rid of the hot air thru the top vents.

Our view cupola utilizes a ventilation principle perfected by Bucky Fuller over 40 years ago. Windows on the leeward side of the cupola are opened and the wind going over the dome pulls the hot air out.

Our 12 to 21 thick super-wall dome shell allows for more insulation at less cost than any other structure around. This extra insulation actually stops the summer heat from penetrating thru the dome wall and roof.

All of these measures combine to drastically reduce the air-conditioning load. In some cases, the need for air-conditioning is completely eliminated.

If you are in a climate or site that does need air-conditioning, our view cupola with windows makes for an easy installation of a window type air-conditioner. Because of our super-insulation and the idea that cool air drops, it's amazing what a 5000-10,000 BTU unit will accomplish.

Open stairways, open lofts, return air ducts, reversible ceiling fans, brick fireplace mass and other similar features contribute to making the air-conditioner work effectively and efficiently.
At the heart of the Natural Spaces Dome System is our patented connection hardware which we call the Super-Lok. Invented in 1978, it was the answer to six years of dome building using inadequate wood plates, metal brackets, and panelized systems.

The sleeve is made from very heavy gauge steel with extra thick zinc plating to make it rustproof.

In connecting the sleeve to the wood strut, anything less than four ½ bolts just wouldn’t do to satisfy our stringent engineering requirements. Again, the bolts and nuts are zinc plated.

What we were looking for was a connector that was self-aligning and so simple to put together that anyone—sorry, that should be any novice dome builder, could do it.

We didn’t want you to have to do any of the assembly of the strut hardware upon the scaffolding.

With our system all you do is slip the sleeve tongue into the hub slot and pound a hardened, zinc plated bolt pin in place, securely locking the two together. That’s it—no coming back to tighten, no re-aligning, no adjusting.

The next step is just moving on to the next strut.

Working with our structural engineer and our metal fabricator, we came up with our unique hub design. The entire hub is a one-piece, very high strength, aluminum extrusion.

The tongue from the sleeve fits onto the slot around the perimeter of the hub.

Having squashed various pipe hubs during testing, we came up with integral reinforcing spokes to strengthen the hub. It now could take extreme pressure from the struts—both pulling and pushing.

So sure were we that we had a fantastic dome connection system, we obtained a patent, #4,262,461.
The need for a super-strong connection device for domes becomes evident in examining how the dome framework reacts to loads:

The dome framework transfers all of the roof loads directly to the base of the dome. These loads get added to each other on the way down. The lower part of the dome has to be able to take 6000-8000 pounds of pressure at each lower connection point. This means that the weakest link in the chain has to be able to take this pressure.

Our Super-Lok connector has been tested independently and by itself will withstand over 14,000 pounds of tension. However, tests were run with our sleeve mounted on the #1 grade southern pine strut. This better resembles actual load situations.

The test tried to pull the wood strut from the hub. The wood split at over 8000 pounds but did not actually come apart. Our sleeve has four 1/2 bolts connecting it to the strut. One of our competitors uses 2 bolts in attaching a bracket to their strut. They use fir lumber which is not as strong as southern pine. Even though they use 5/8 bolts, our connection system would still hold at least 30% more stress.

We have done extensive computer engineering analysis on our dome with our structural engineers. Our system surpassed the structural needs for 10 different loading criteria the worst of which were:

- 80# snow load combined with 80 mph wind
- 90# snow load combined with 90 mph wind
- 80# snow load combined with zone 4 earthquake
- 120 mph basic wind

This combination loading creates what is called eccentric loading where all of the normal roof load is put on only 1/2 of the dome. Again we surpassed the structural needs.

The Natural Spaces connector is the strongest dome connector on the market.

Our competitors have been heard to say our system is over engineered - we think you deserve nothing less.
super-wal

the double strut system

Most other dome companies offer 2x4 struts as standard or at best 2x6 as standard. Very few will even offer 2x8 as an option. Why? Probably because it’s easy and cheap. For them, that is.

We learned several hundred domes ago that a 2x6 dome is not enough.

When Natural Spaces was formed in 1978, we had learned from six years of dome building and the energy crisis that old building methods were not going to carry us into the 21st century.

So, we invented the super-wal double strut system providing a true super insulated dome system.

When you buy a dome shell system from us, your super-wal struts come pre-assembled with sleeves attached ready to erect.

We learned how to manufacture a 15”, 18” or 21” wide strut for the same price as our 2x10 strut. We learned how to produce and sell them for less money than our competitors 2x6 dome system.

Why do you need such a thick strut? To add more insulation and provide for wall cavity air ventilation.

Is there a maximum R value or a point of diminishing returns? The additional investment you are making in the super-wal is so small that you get a fantastic return. If anyone can predict what the world energy picture will be like 10, 25 or 50 years from now, we’ll tell you exactly what the payback is. Just think back 20 years ago. Now, don’t you want something more than a 2x6 dome?

We also made our super-wal system easy to erect. Being pre-assembled, you don’t have to go back and add anything or tighten or align anything.

Once you pound the bolt pin in place, your framework is locked rigidly together. You erect your double-strut dome framework in one day in one operation.
Because we use safe, economical fiberglass batt insulation, we have developed standard super-wal sizes:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Superwal</th>
<th>Insulation</th>
<th>Air Space</th>
<th>R-Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>9 1/2</td>
<td>2 1/2</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>6 1/4 &amp; 6 1/4</td>
<td>2 1/2</td>
<td>44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>6 1/4 &amp; 9 1/2</td>
<td>2 1/4</td>
<td>55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>9 1/2 &amp; 9 1/2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>66</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Two 6 batts are cheaper than one 12 batt. We notch our struts and set back our sleeve to allow airflow between panels.

Our super-wal system includes the riser wall and the view cupola. It's a total superinsulated shell from the floor up.

Our super-wal double strut system is not a new experimental system. We've been building it for years. It's practical and economical to build. Best of all, it will save you thousands of dollars in your future fuel bills, providing you comfort of mind and body.
A NATURAL SPACES DOME USES 3/4 EXTERIOR GRADE PLYWOOD FOR THE EXTERIOR TRIANGULAR SHEathing PANELS. AT A TIME WHEN OTHER DOME COMPANIES WERE FIGURING OUT HOW TO USE THINNER SHEATHING, WE WERE LOOKING AT THE QUALITY OF OUR SYSTEM. 3/4 PLYWOOD ALLOWS US TO FREE-SPAN EACH TRIANGLE WITHOUT REQUIRING EXPENSIVE AND TIME-CONSUMING BRACING BETWEEN THE STRUTS.

Our triangles are cut from 4x8 sheets that have a tongue and groove edge on each long side. It's a plywood called underlayment grade, which is readily available from any lumber yard.

When the two pieces of the triangle panel come together, there is a tongue and groove edge along the joint line. This creates a very stiff joint that does not require additional bracing behind it, except in very extreme structural loading situations.

We then use the rest of the plywood sheet to make our gusset plates for our super-wal strut, thereby almost completely eliminating any scrap.

Other dome companies use 1/2 plywood or 1/2 chipboard. In order to use 1/2 plywood dome triangles, you have to add 2x4 braces at 16" O.C. to support the roof load. All of these braces create additional areas for heat loss to occur directly thru the framing. They also create dead air spaces and make it almost impossible to ventilate the wall-roof cavity. In other hub and strut dome systems this additional bracing adds tremendously to the time involved in putting up the frame, not to mention the additional costs which can be significant.

Chipboard or waferboard also has expansion problems with moisture present.
Fiberglass batt insulation, we have found, is the safest and most economical type for our domes. Some dome companies claim they can get an R-35 using 2x4 construction. Building codes allow only a maximum R-value of 0.25/INCH for figuring foam-insulating values. Multiply that times 3 1/2 thick struts and you get an R-22.

Other companies also say that there are vastly diminishing returns beyond a certain R-value. Currently, the minimum ceiling R-value for the Northern Tier of the U.S. is R-38. 25 years ago these same authorities were suggesting an R-19 ceiling. How will it change in the future? Why build a dome home with 2x4's or 2x6's that starts out 25 years behind the times?!

You actually pay substantially less for a natural space dome with an R-44 value than you do for the competition's dome with an R-30!

We offer industrial type dense batts in various thicknesses of 6, 8, and 9 1/2. We put in 2 layers creating 12, 16, and 19. We also offer widths of 60, 72, and 96. This allows for one-piece triangles with no splices and quicker installation.

Other insulation types are:
- Sprayed Urethane Foam- does not require condensation ventilation if done properly. Because of high installed cost, this type is usually used for larger commercial domes.
- Rigid Insulation Board- This type will work only if provisions are made for at least 1 1/2 of ventilation space between the outside sheathing and the insulation. Its R-value is twice that of fiberglass but its cost is four times greater.
- Cellulose, Icynene, Lamb's Wool, Natural Cotton are some of the other insulations currently available. We can help you figure out what's best for you.
roofing

THE DOME IS ESSENTIALLY ALL ROOF. LEAKY DOMES ARE CAUSED BY INCORRECT ROOFING APPLICATIONS AND POORLY DESIGNED AND INSTALLED SKYLIGHTS. THE NATURAL SPACES COMPLETE DOMES BUILDING SYSTEM INSURES A WATERTIGHT AND LEAK FREE HOME FOR YEARS TO COME.

OUR ILLUSTRATED CONSTRUCTION MANUAL SHOWS YOU OR YOUR BUILDER ROOFING TECHNIQUES THAT WE HAVE PERFECTED OVER THE LAST 25 YEARS IN THE DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION OF SEVERAL HUNDRED DOMES.

OUR EXPERIENCE IS YOUR GAIN.
Most of the extra time roofing a dome is involved in setting up the ladders and scaffolding and then in moving materials and people around.

We shingle our domes triangle by triangle. Starting at the bottom point up triangles, the shingles are cut short of the panel edge. Then the point down triangles are done overlapping the triangle below by 5, allowing for secure nailing and good seal down.

Another shingling type is the wrap method, which only works on the lower portion of high profile domes. The top portions have to be done in triangles.

Our curb-mounted skylights with 6 flashing extensions are an integral part of our complete watertight roof system. Other skylights come with only a 1/2 to 2 flashing—barely enough to cover the shingles. Our flashings are enamelized aluminum or PVC coated aluminum so you never have to repaint them. We offer them in 15 colors to blend with your shingles and match your trim.

Extensive use of ice and water-shield membranes, metal base flared drip edges, oversized drip and roof edge flashings are other ways we ensure a long-lasting leak free dome home.

The vast majority of our domes are shingled with 30-50 year dimensional asphalt shingles. We do not use 3-tab type asphalt shingles—they do not work on a dome.

We shingle triangle by triangle with a 6 overlap of the lower triangle by the upper triangle. We do not use or allow ridge caps on any of the joints. We do not have leaks, period.

Reinke aluminum shakes are another option. They have a limited lifetime warranty and come in 11 colors and real copper. Real cedar shakes or shingles can be used if you have an experienced roofer who has applied them before.

The dome at right has an elastomeric liquid roofing system. Texture can be added to this system. Our Natural Spaces dome, because it is ventilated under the roofing plywood and uses touch-sanded plywood, is ideally suited for this application.
riser walls

Our basic dome shell package includes riser walls in the following heights:

- Model 475/625 High Special 4/8
- Model 950/1250 Low 45 High
- Model 950/1250 High 28 High
- Model 1500/1700 Low 45 High
- Model 1600/1800 Mid 28 High

We can supply riser walls in varying heights up to 48 High. We will work out the correct height in conjunction with your particular plan. Risers determine extension arch height, second floor height and main floor window height.

We don't like to waste material. Our riser wall incorporates the first horizontal row of struts as its top plate. Because our plywood sheathing runs down the face of the rim joist, we don't need an outside bottom plate. On a 40 diam. dome this saves you 240 lin. ft. of lumber.

Our corner riser strut has a sleeve structurally attaching it to the dome above.

Our super-wall system uses the strut thickness as the riser wall thickness. Here again, we use inexpensive 2x4 studs on the outside and inside to save money. You then have a double wall riser superinsulated for energy efficiency. (The picture shows a 2x6 riser for a garage dome).

On our 26/29 Models 475/625 we have altered the dome geometry and created a unique trapezoid shaped riser wall. The low point is 4 and the high point is 8. On these smaller domes this provides a vertical wall for less expensive conventional window. This also has the advantage of providing a much larger loft area with greater headroom than is normally found in a standard 26/29 dome.

This altered geometry also provides two high extension openings directly opposite each other. The 29 dome at right can easily be developed into a three bedroom home with 1500 sq. ft.
The drawing at right shows a 36 low profile model 950 with and without a 36 riser. In this case if you want a usable loft, you have to add a riser wall. The 40 diam. low profile would add about 2' of height to this drawing.

The height of the riser will also determine the height of the extension. A 36 high profile dome has 6-8 between horizontal strut rows which is too low to fit a standard door with framing. So, you need a riser wall.

You want to also line up the second floor framing so that it ties into the second horizontal strut band and this requires a riser (height depends on dome).

If you are building a low profile dome and are using a riser wall higher than 42', we suggest you consider adding a band of triangles instead, making it a high profile dome. As shown at right, a comparable band of dome triangles is more efficient than a conventionally framed wall. Because framing lumber has a much lower R-value than insulation, the more framing, the more heat is lost.

If you're planning to build a dome on an 8' riser wall, it just won't look right; besides, we think you want a dome home not a dome-capped round house.

Another use of the riser wall is for the insertion of conventional type awning or casement windows to provide ventilation. Most awning windows would require a riser height of 26' to 28' as they are about 24' high.

We like to use the triangle windows for view windows because they don't have any screens, being a fixed unit, screens even when new, restrict up to 50% of your view. By lacing an awning window with screen in the riser, you are not looking out of it for view, but are using it for ventilation and light.
extensions

By extending a particular area of the dome, you can gain square footage where it is most needed. Instead of having to go to the next larger size dome to make your plan work, simple extensions may be your answer.

Extensions are made up of a series of 2x8 or double 2x4 pre-fabricated arches spaced 24 apart. The top and slanted sides are shingled while the straight part matching the height of the riser is sided.

The shape of the arches should match the opening in the dome shell. However, we have altered this traditional shape to accommodate special design features such as side door entries.

Extensions are put on to create a flat end wall for easy installation of conventional doors and windows. The end wall is usually set back 2 or 3 to provide a rain shield/sun screen. This setback also softens the hard edge of the extension by creating shadow lines.

Extensions give the dome a needed horizontal line, helping to wed the dome to the ground.

They also break up the bubble look of the dome; softening its severe roundness.

A Natural Spaces dome does not have to have 5 extensions like some competitors domes. Your dome kit comes as a complete dome with nothing left out for extensions. You only add them on as you need to.

As shown at right, many people use the extensions for a greenhouse, sun space, or hot tub room. By coming out the east or west side of the dome; a large group of windows can be put on the south slanted wall for solar gain. In this case at right an atrium door is on the end wall leading to a deck.

In most every dome an extension is used for entry. In colder climates this is set up with an inner and outer door with a closet between. This creates an energy lock, keeping the cold wind from directly entering the dome when the door is opened.
Our exclusive two story extension for high profile domes in this case provides a main floor entry and breakfast room along with a 2nd story extension of the master bedroom. Note the one piece pre-fabricated arch at right and the sunburst at left.

For architectural design as well as structural stability, we match the lower level with the extension above. The lines of extension seem to grow out of the ground diminishing its add-on look. By completely supporting all sides of it, we eliminate differential settling that could take place.

Extensions seem to overpower the dome when viewed from the outside. The picture below was taken with a wide-angle lens, which didn’t help. However, the dome has that quality of looking small on the outside while the extension looks larger. You just have to get inside to see how they balance each other.
The All-Weather Wood Foundation

WHAT IS AN ALL-WEATHER WOOD FOUNDATION?

It is a basement built of wood, just like the walls of your house— with a difference.

The difference is that the wood framing and plywood are pressure-preservation-treated to make them last in contact with the ground like the wood pilings and supports under high-rise buildings constructed more than 80 years ago. (The preservative treatment is even better now.)

WHY IS AN AWWF SO GOOD?

It’s a better building system because it has features no other foundation system can offer. Here are just a few.

1. It is designed and engineered especially for your home site, your soil conditions, your house plan. Wood foundations don’t crack because plywood-and-lumber construction acts as a structural diaphragm, a bridge across areas of differing soil settlement. Wood has the ability to absorb stresses of all types that cause cracks in more brittle materials.

2. The all-weather wood foundation provides drier, more comfortable living area below grade. The AWWF starts with an excellent drainage system built in, not fix-it measures later. The AWWF is dry to start with because it is built to be dry with dry materials, and it stays that way. Whether your house is set into a hillside or stands in a level lot, you get no moist, clammy basement feeling, no musty smells.

3. The AWWF costs less to live in. Wood is a natural insulator and wood framing provides for base of installing thicker batt-type insulation resulting in substantially less heat loss through the wall. You don’t have to pay for excessive heat losses through the foundation. An insulated wood foundation saves many dollars annually in fuel costs.

4. An AWWF can cut your initial building costs. Your builder doesn’t have to pay workmen or delay construction while waiting for rain to stop, ground to dry or thaw, or concrete or mortar to cure. He can put in an AWWF in any weather. Your house goes up faster. You get a high-quality home, bottom to top, and the savings can be passed on to you.

5. A wood foundation is easy to finish inside. There is no need to attach furring strips to permit installing insulation and interior finishing materials such as drywall or paneling. With an AWWF, the nailable studs are already in place. Thicker, more effective insulation can be readily added to an AWWF wall. Finishing is as simple as any other wood wall. If you are a handy homeowner, you can save even more money by doing the finishing work yourself.

6. The AWWF exterior can be finished in many, many attractive ways. It can match or complement the rest of your home’s exterior. It can be finished with wood siding, stucco, brick, veneer—any kind of finish used on the upper part of a conventional home. Plywood sidings with wood stains make available many pleasing combinations of texture and color. The AWWF exterior can be finished many, many attractive ways. It can match or complement the rest of your home’s exterior. It can be finished with wood siding, stucco, brick, veneer—any kind of finish used on the upper part of a conventional home. Plywood sidings with wood stains make available many pleasing combinations of texture and color for.

7. An AWWF provides more actual living area below grade. Multiply the extra three to six inches of concrete or masonry wall thickness by the length and width of each wall in your basement. Add the answers together to get the total extra space your AWWF provides. This can add from 95 to 70 square feet or more. At today’s construction costs, it’s a meaningful bonus benefit.

8. An AWWF is easy to remodel. You can add window or door openings or readily make additions to an AWWF at a later date.

WHO SAYS AN AWWF IS A BETTER BUILDING SYSTEM?

All-Weather Wood Foundations are recognized by all the major building codes in the United States and by most local codes. They are also accepted by both government and private mortgage insurance and lending agencies. The Farmers Home Administration guarantees loans up to 90 years for certain multi-family housing units on All-Weather Wood Foundations. Loans for single-family homes on AWWF’s run the same length as other conventional home loans. Insurance rates are the same as for other foundation systems. People who live in homes on All-Weather Wood Foundations say that they wouldn’t have it any other way.
a Natural Spaces wood foundation

ALL WOOD FOUNDATIONS ARE NOT CREATED EQUAL

Reading thru our literature, you know that Natural Spaces is committed to resource efficiency and minimizing environmental degradation.

When first available, we switched to the new ACR treated wood containing no arsenate, chromium or other EPA listed hazardous items.

ACQ preserve is guaranteed to protect against rot, decay and termite attack, using an environmentally-sensitive preservative. It also comes with a lifetime warranty.

We also use a 60 mil thick membrane waterproofing which will not dry out and crack like old-fashioned tar damp proofing.

We use high quality stainless steel nails below grade.

Our standard wall utilizes ACR preserved 2x8 kiln dried studs for added strength and insulation value. Our footings are 2x10 providing better bearings.

We custom build our treated wood foundations in pre-panelized sections to match your dome above. The stud size, spacing and details are worked out for your site. For those who want to build and fabricate their own foundation panels, we can provide detailed shop drawings.

Those are most of the reasons why ours is the highest quality treated wood dome foundation on the market.

OTHER FOUNDATIONS:

Our domes are often built using other types of foundations: insulated concrete slab on grade (often with radiant floor heating systems built in); crawl spaces; pier footings; full lower levels (basement or walk out).

We also have many domes utilizing the new insulated foam forms for reinforced poured concrete walls.
This is what the low profile vent cupola looks like on a 40" diam. dome. It is designed to be as unobtrusive as possible.

The vent cupola is designed for releasing any moisture-laden air that would have been trapped within the dome wall/roof. (also see page 7).

This vent cupola comes pre-cut ready to install when you buy our pre-cut dome shell package. When you owner-build, we include complete plans.

The picture at right shows our base vent skirt at the top of the riser wall. It allows air into the shell cavity at the bottom of the triangles.

At right is an inside look at our view cupola without the loft floor. The windows provide excellent natural whole house ventilation as explained on page 10.

The windows are operated by an extended pole crank, or by the touch of a button if you have the optional electric operators.

The awning windows are protected from rain by the overhang of the cupola roof. With an electric operator you can also have a rain sensor closer control.

Although we call this type of cupola the view cupola because of its windows, its original intent was for ventilating the inside living space of the dome. As the hot air rises to the top, wind action over and around the cupola sucks the hot air out of the leeward side. Just utilizing old-fashioned principles.

There is a certain amount of light gain with all the windows up top but that should not be the main reason for choosing a cupola.

The standard window height in our view cupola is 24. We can adjust the height above the dome to allow for taller windows. This would also raise the floor of the skyloft.

The actual diameter of the cupola is dependent upon the opening created by the top pentagon in each dome size.
skyloft view cupola

Our optional skyloft is suspended from the dome framework putting you at eye level with the cupola windows. Breathtaking views to the horizon. The ultimate dome home observation platform—with or without telescope. A retreat space to end all.

The skyloft is actually a very simple structure to build. We set up a vertical strut in each corner of the top pentagon. The roof struts are attached to the top of these posts and the floor joists to the bottom.

The floor joists and roof struts are each joined at the center to a natural spaces hub unit forming an extremely strong and rigid connection.

Access to the skyloft can be by a stair/ladder or a disappearing type stair. Small spiral stairs will also work.

Window seats are usually set up under one or two of the windows. Windows do not have to be put on all sides—there is usually a chimney flue coming up one side or maybe you want to block out a certain view. For security and air flow, a railing is built between floor & dome.

Other dome companies have to support their cupola from below. Ours seems to float while being strong enough to safely support as many people as can physically fit in the cupola.
interior panels

The choice of the interior panel sets the whole mood of your dome interior - from early rustic to modern cabin to high tech Scandinavian.

Pictures don’t do dome interiors justice. You have to see the inside and preferably with the type of panel you intend to install.

Most natural spaces interiors are finished with 1x6 or 1x8 tongue and groove, v-jointed boards. Spruce is the least expensive material (shown right) with other choices being pine, cedar, birch, ash, redwood, oak, elm, maple, walnut or whatever you want.

We’ve learned that when you do the dome triangles in wood, you should put sheetrock on the riser wall and on interior walls to provide contrast. If not, you tend to lose the dramatic impact of the wood triangles.

The triangles are fabricated in the shop, cut into triangles and a backer board added to make them one piece. When they are put up on the dome, a trim piece is put on over the joint, allowing for expansion or contraction and hiding other imperfections in the joint. We also show you, the owner-builder, how to layout and cut the interior panels.

You’ll be surprised at the low cost for these panels, especially using spruce or pine.

The pictures on these pages may not accurately depict the tone of our interior panels. Spruce has a very light tone creating a bright interior. In our office dome we have wiped the panels with a white stain and then applied a satin finish, clear, non-yellowing, low V.O.C. sealer - a natural wood white interior option to sheetrock.

Our interior panel systems do not require any bracings. They are engineered to free-span each triangle.

If regular sheetrock is to be used, each triangle would require 2x4 bracing at 24 O.C. to support the sheetrock.

Before you do that, take another look at our wood triangles.
ALL PICTURES SHOW SPRUCE T&G
THE BEAUTY OF THE DOME IS DEFINITELY ENHANCED BY OUR ABILITY TO PLACE WINDOWS IN ANY ONE OF ITS TRIANGLES. WINDOW SHAPE AND SIZE ARE NOT CONSTRAINTS. WE BRING THE OUTDOORS INSIDE THRU CRYSTAL CLEAR FLOAT GLASS. WE CAN FLOOD THAT WOULD-BE DREARY ROOM WITH LIGHT ALL DAY; THE MOON AT NIGHT AND HAVE A PLACE FOR YOUR FAVORITE HANGING PLANTS.

OUR WINDOW SYSTEM WAS DESIGNED WITH ONLY DOMES IN MIND. WE DIDN'T HAVE TO COMPROMISE ANY DETAILS. THERE SIMPLY IS NOT ANOTHER CUSTOM DOME WINDOW AS VERSATILE, WATERTIGHT AND MAINTENANCE FREE.

WHY A NATURAL SPACES SKYLIGHT? WE KNOW THAT ANY WINDOW ON A DOME HAS TO BE TREATED AS A SKYLIGHT. IT HAS TO BE DESIGNED SO THAT THE FLASHING INTEGRATES PROPERLY WITH THE ROOF SHINGLES. IT HAS TO BE POSITIONED FOR PROPER SOLAR ORIENTATION. THE SHAPE AND GROUPING SHOULD FIT THE SIZE AND MOOD OF THE ROOM.

WE CUSTOM DESIGN EACH WINDOW ON EVERY DOME. USING A MULTITUDE OF BASIC SIZES THAT MATCH THE ANGLES OF EACH DOME TRIANGLE, WE ACHIEVE THE CORRECT GROUPING AND PLACEMENT FOR YOUR PARTICULAR DOME AND SITE.

CREATING ENERGY-EFFICIENT SKYLIGHTS. THE KEY TO THE ENERGY ADVANTAGE OF SKYLIGHTS IS THAT THEY MAKE DIRECT USE OF THE SUN'S LIGHT, TRANSMITTING SOLAR LIGHT TO REDUCE THE DEMAND FOR ELECTRICITY FOR LIGHTING. WHILE EFFICIENTLY UTILIZING THE SUN'S HEAT TO FUNCTION AS A PASSIVE SOLAR COLLECTOR. TRIPLE PANE CONSTRUCTION COMBINED WITH SOLAR LIGHTING AND HEATING EFFECTS, OFFSET THE ENERGY NEGATIVE OF HEAT CONDUCTION THRU THE GLASS.

WE THINK YOU WILL AGREE AS YOU READ THRU THIS BOOK - NATURAL SPACES OFFERS THE WIDEST VARIETY, MOST OPTIONS AND HIGHEST QUALITY IN SKYLIGHTS.
look at these features -

Natural Spaces insulated glass windows are available in double, triple and four pane systems. We use 3/16 and thick tempered glass, which is 5 times stronger than plate glass. Our skylights have made it thru hail storms where conventional 1/8 thick tempered glass skylights were blasted out.

By using glass instead of plastic, our windows remain crystal clear forever. We also have an air space between each pane creating one of the best insulating ratings obtainable. Low E is also an option.

around the entire window is a perforated spacer channel containing Silicate, a dehydrating agent, absorbing any moisture that happens to be between the panes. the entire glass edge is hermetically sealed with a dual seal, applied under controlled conditions, to provide protection against any vapor penetration. the glass unit is manufactured and guaranteed against moisture between the panes for 5 or 10 years by one of the midwest's leading insulated glass suppliers. If, for some strange reason it fails, it will be replaced, free of charge.

our 2x4 wood frame is actually a structural frame. no interior framing or branching is required - simply mount the frame on top of our plywood skin then lag screw thru the plywood into the #1 grade southern yellow pine frame.

Another feature is the 6 long flashing extending out from the window on all sides. Prefinished brown (15 optional colors are available), this flashing insures a proper seal with the roofing. Some other skylights come with only a 2 leg - barely enough to slip under or over the shingles.

Natural Spaces uses a special bronze anodized aluminum extrusion between the glass and exterior flashing. We use Tremco Butyl tape sealants - the same type used in high-rise buildings. The top cap is secured using stainless steel screws and washers.

So sure are we of our design, that we offer a 5-year guarantee against any rain leakage thru our frame or flashing assembly.

We want to produce a true maintenance-free, long-lasting, good-looking, energy-efficient window - and we think we've done it.
window shapes

triangles
We match our triangle windows to the particular dome panel they are put into. The 36 & 40 diam domes have 3 different panel sizes while the 45-49 diam domes have 6 different sizes. We then have window sizes within each of the panels that go in 4 increments. For every triangle in the dome, there may be 10-12 window sizes. Generally, sizes run from triangles with a base 36 high to sizes with a base 88 wide and an altitude 74 high.

hexagons
This is a very appealing skylight for upper floor areas like bathrooms, dressing rooms, etc.

Our hexagon windows that fit within the dome panel generally run from 24 tip-to-tip sizes up to 52 tip-to-tip size.

We also make super large hexagon windows that fit over the point where six triangles come together. These sizes run from 48 tip-to-tip up to a maximum of 84 tip-to-tip size.

trapezoids
The trapezoid shape is used primarily on the main floor where counters cut off the lower part of the triangle - over a kitchen sink being the most popular. The exact shape of the trapezoid is matched to the shape of the triangle panel it's in. The height and width of the trapezoid is custom sized and depends on physical interior factors and outside views.

The picture at right shows a band of the trapezoid shaped windows in a 29 diam dome around the extension arch.
Garages

The dome has been very successful in satisfying the functional and aesthetic needs of the garage when placed next to the dome home. The 29 diam. offers 625 sq. ft. plus a substantial loft area. The 36 diam. offers 950 sq. ft. Because of its shape, the dome provides storage areas on the sides and back for all the stuff you forgot. We are erecting a 45 diam. dome garage which will house 2 supercab trucks, your basic car, 2 cars being restored, mower, tiller, bikes, topper and a project area along with a large loft. All this with no support posts. Of course, the dome garage will blend in best with your dome home.

Wedding the conventional garage to the dome is best done by trying to achieve some continuity in the pitch of the roof and in the line of the roof. The siding should match that on the dome and the roofings should match that on the dome.

If you have a need for several garage doors all facing the drive, this may be the garage for you. It has some attic storage but that is limited by the roof trusses.

The gambrel or barn roof can break up or soften the conventional low-pitch garage roof and mimic the roof line of the extension arches.

The tuck-under garage can be used on sloping sites. The exposed roof, if flat, can be used as a deck. If care is taken to make sure there is proper water run-off and safeguards against ice build-up, the deck should actually be wood decking raised above the garage roof on sleepers. Because the dome goes over part of the garage, there is need for additional support in the garage. For this reason two 9 wide doors work better than one 16 wide.

This can be the least expensive type of garage because of the dual use with the dome of walls, floor, roof and supports.
large domes

Natural Spaces patented dome connection hardware is engineered for domes up to 80' in diameter. This catalog is geared to residential structures which usually means diameters from 26' to 49'. However, we do offer the following sizes:

- Model 2100 52' diam. low profile
- Model 2300 54' diam. mid profile
- Model 2600 58' diam. low profile
- Model 2800 60' diam. mid profile
- Model 3300 65' diam. low profile
- Model 3500 67' diam. mid profile
- Model 4000 72' diam. low profile
- Model 4300 74' diam. mid profile
- Model 4700 78' diam. low profile
- Model 5000 80' diam. mid profile

Projects with large domes have included: 72' diam. dome for the city of Point Hope, Alaska (north of the Arctic Circle) for their city hall and community center; two 74' diam. domes for an Assembly of God 20,000 sq. ft. church complex near Indianapolis; 52' diam. erected at the summit of the Greenland ice cap.

Below is a triple dome church. It has a 49' mid-profile for offices, storage & meeting rooms; a 74' mid-profile sanctuary; & a 60' low-profile for fellowship hall & classrooms below.

Commercial, public & institutional domes require preparation of plans with complete engineering certification. Working with our consulting engineers, Natural Spaces can provide these services.
commercial uses

The dome structure is a natural for any use requiring open space. To repeat an often used phrase - limited only by your imagination.

Natural spaces can provide your custom fabricated dome components to meet commercial codes. Our engineers can provide professionally-engineered designs to meet the most stringent code requirements.

Write or call us to discuss your concepts—our experience is your benefit.

the DESIC restaurant

Dome restaurant at left is 52 diam. model 2000. Dome church above is 60 diam. model 2700. Dome church below is 74 diam. model 4300, part of 2 dome group.

DOME RESTAURANT AT LEFT IS 52 DIAM. MODEL 2000. DOME CHURCH ABOVE IS 60 DIAM. MODEL 2700. DOME CHURCH BELOW IS 74 DIAM. MODEL 4300. PART OF 2 DOME GROUP.
This is where the dome really shines! (couldn't resist the pun)

With the ability to place windows in any triangle, the dome can be opened up to wherever the sun is, high or low.

Virtually any site can be opened up to the south by the dome windows.

The dome at right has a large pentagon group of windows facing southeast. The solar greenhouse faces due south for maximum solar gain. Below the greenhouse is a rock storage mass for excess heat. The forced air furnace then draws the air from this space.

Works great - even its northern Wisconsin location.

The dome at right has six very high triangle windows facing south and southwest. The window height was due to the sun angle and available tree openings. In the winter, the sun hits a large brick fireplace mass from 11AM to 3PM. The sliding glass doors and south windows on the west facing extension also collect heat.

This northern Minnesota dome is always bright and cheerful inside, uplifting the inhabitants even on dull winter days.

Form follows function in most domes. If you want sun, you put in a window. If you want a view, you put in a window.

Passive solar simply means you don't have pumps, pipes, motors or fans to get the solar energy into your dome. Much cheaper that way.

It can be as simple as the dome at right with almost all of its windows facing southeast, south and southwest.

We try to use passive solar principles in planning the dome with you. There is just so much to be gained. A Natural Spaces dome, being superinsulated, can retain the sun's heat longer.

As fuel costs continue to rise, the free energy from the sun will look better and better.
site analysis

contour map

Knowing the slope of your site is critical in the proper development of your plan. If there is any slope at all, a contour map should be made. This map would also spot the major trees to help plan for the best open solar gain area in winter and for summer shade.

The lines at right are contours for an actual site. A very steep site but one with a lot of drama. Exactly how close to or how far over the edge of the hill a dome should be placed; a map would determine.

When the actual digging for the footings begins, someone has to tell the excavator how far down to dig. Too far down and you have drainage problems; a walk-out that walks out into a hill, or driveways too steep to drive.

Not far enough down and you have frost problems, entries too high or not enough backfill.

Guessing isn’t good enough. You should either rent a transit and try doing it yourself or hire it out.

Natural Spaces can provide this service with experienced people that can draw up a contour map quickly and accurately.

site selection

The actual building site should take into account many physical and visual characteristics:

- Sun, wind, rain, snow
- Trees, shade, windbreaks
- Water runoff, drainage
- Driveways, walks, garages
- Landscaping
- Views, both good and bad
- Privacy, noise—and many more.

Natural Spaces can help you in situating your dome on your present or prospective site, using our years of experience.
dome geometry

Our competition has a somewhat repetitive view of the dome. It seems to be based on their viewing the dome as an object to be manufactured. They want to keep the dome simple – for them that is.

When they build different dome sizes they simply change the strut and panel lengths proportionally. So, a 26 diam has 5 1/2 maximum edge lengths and their 46 diam has over 10 maximum edge lengths.

They claim that by repetition of angles they can keep the cost down.

Then how come a Natural Spaces dome is cheaper?!!

Why do we think their view is wrong and what do we do about it?

First of all, can you imagine lifting or dealing with a triangle having sides 10 or greater?

On the other hand, the dome with triangles of 5 1/2 or less on a side would be a breeze. But what about its efficiency in using materials?

Natural Spaces designs domes for people who build domes. We feel that every part should be able to be lifted and handled reasonably by people – after all they are the ones building. When the edge lengths go beyond 8 - 9, struts and panels get hard to handle.

What did we do about it? We changed the mathematics of the dome when we changed sizes. No matter if you are building a 26 diam dome or a 74 diam. Dome – the strut/panel sizes are about the same. This makes handling a lot more human.

It also looks better. Our larger size domes are not as clunky looking – they’re more spherical. They have a better scale and proportion to humans.

Now, the competition can argue that their large dome has fewer parts – but what would you rather have? An acheing back or a nice looking, easily erectable dome?
construction manual

If you're going to put up your dome, you need help and lots of it. After all, when was the last time you put up one? That's why Natural Spaces decided to put 28 years of dome building experience into a construction manual. We didn't want you to be alone.

This is not your ordinary $5 booklet that shows you how the dome shell goes up. We're talking heavy-duty construction manual - currently 350 pages with 600 photos covering the building of a Natural Spaces dome. We also include several standard building booklets covering such things as plumbing, electrical, ventilation, and lumber building basics.

We have added an hour-long video showing our Beach Dome being built - risers, framework, panels, view cupola, skylight, extensions, wall framing, upper floor framing, skylight installation, and other items.

We try to show building sequences clearly with lots of pictures and details.

Our Natural Spaces construction manual is designed for the novice owner-builder. There are also sections on cutting your own dome kit: how to make risers, Super-Wal struts, the exterior and interior triangle panels, vent cupola, view cupola/skyloft and extension arches.

As new products come out or as our customers report their use of a new product or procedure, we update our construction manual. We also include related product literature, trying to feature items that are environmentally sane and safe.

If you have questions while you're building, you'll have our phone number. We'll be around - we expect to be building domes for a long, long time.

You get our construction manual when you purchase a dome. You can also get it before you get your dome. The construction manual is our way of standing by your side in your hours of need.
The plans in the plan book were developed for individual clients. You will be reviewing their ideas and dreams. We hope you will peruse this book, sifting new ideas from each plan. We want to attempt to raise your dome consciousness by exposing you to a wide variety of unusual plans.

Plans are a very moldable product - all you have to do to change something is erase a line and draw a new one.
Don't be looking for that perfect plan - it usually doesn't exist, at least until it is created just for you.

The plan book has four to six plans for each size dome. We just don't show you a basic first and second floor plan like everyone else - we include all three floor plans (since most of our domes have lower levels) and we show a cut-a-way section of all three floors. Then we include a rendered picture of what that dome looks like in a real setting.

Domes Come True 2 features only 45 - 49 domes with 4-5 groupies. Domes Come True features mainly 29 - 40 domes with 2 at 46 and 3 groupie plans.
Natural Spaces Domes would like to have the opportunity to create your plan with you - our experience and your dreams will make your dome come true.
Our interior planning kit provides architectural scale (1/4 = 1-0) grid drawings for the floor planning along with a dome grid cross-section for planning heights. We indicate where extensions can be attached and give you cut-outs for planning them. We show you possible window patterns. You are also given the orientation of the skylight and view cupola.

We don’t expect you to plan out every detail of your dome home. We will take your basic ideas and finish them but some people never got over the paper doll cut-out stage.

We provide an extensive group of furniture and appliance cut-outs that match the scale of your grid floor plans. Cut-outs for living rooms, dining rooms, bedrooms, baths, kitchens, closets, garages, and misc. items. You may have some special items that with a tape measure and our scale ruler provided, you can measure your actual piece and make a scale model cut-out.

Included is a design program questionnaire that we have you fill out and return along with your layout ideas. We can then plan a dome based on you alone.

If you want to use your computer for drawing, you need to have a C.A.D. program (even a low-end system) that imports DWG or DXF files. We can then send you a computer disk with an interior planning kit similar to our paper copy. See our price list.

If you are at all interested in a custom dome plan, then you need this kit. The more effort you put into the planning process, the better your house will function as an environment for your particular family and site.
At Natural Spaces, we believe there is no such thing as a standard dome plan just as there is no such thing as an average family. Also, each site will have its own advantages and particularities. Road approaches, sun exposure, winter winds, summer breezes, shade trees, views, privacy and many other items all have a bearing on the design of your dome. Your family's needs and functions along with each inhabitant's wishes must also be considered in the planning.

To relegate the dome to standard plans is to completely negate one of its unique features.

A geodesic dome offers an unbelievable variety of plan options. The unobscured space within the free-span dome home allows for a fresh and uninhabited approach to contemporary living.

A thorough understanding of the dome concept and attention to your family and site are of prime importance in designing your dome home.

A view of house, family and site as one indivisible whole is of greatest importance.
custom plans

preliminary

Your own architectural program (like the one from the Interior Planning Kit) along with any sketches of your dome ideas and your site location are needed for us to provide you with a set of custom preliminary design drawings.

Our involvement thru personal contact or written communication will answer specific questions during this phase.

3 sets of preliminary drawings of all 3 floor plans, cross section and an elevation will be sent for your approval before continuing with construction plans.

construction

Your approved preliminary plans are then developed into construction plans by adding all the dimensions, notes and details, foundation plan, floor framing plans, site plan and more elevations. Other drawings are available.

5 sets of plans are sent to you upon completion. Additional sets are available.

Your custom plans pertain to your customization of the dome. You do not pay for standard details pertaining to the dome itself - these are included in our construction manual.

A Natural Spaces standard dome shell engineering package with a cover sheet listing your project and address can be signed and stamped by a structural engineer registered in your state. Provided free with your dome kit.

If your building inspection department requires engineering certification of your custom dome drawings, we have consulting engineers experienced in domes and licensed everywhere. They will review, analyze and provide calculations for all pertinent details. They can then provide the required structural certification.
Owner building - ah, the joys of doing everything yourselves.

The main reason people take on the task of owner-building is to save money. With the right help, you can save a bundle - from 20% to as much as 60%.

If you've been frustrated trying to figure out how to get that new dome home you need and want without paying and arm and a leg to a contractor, possibly this is the building method for you.

It will require a major commitment from yourselves, it will be all consuming, at times you'll be ready to quit. It will tax your marriage or any relationship.

However, as you complete the building tasks you will gain a feeling of confidence and accomplishment that's hard to imagine.

You don't have to be an expert carpenter to build our dome home. You can cut out your own struts - there are no angle cuts involved. You can attach out patented sleeve to the strut yourself - we supply you with a bolt hole drilling template. Then we supply all the correct plated nuts and bolts. We show you how to make a jig for the Super-Wal double strut fabrication. We show you how to cut the triangles from regular 4x8 3/4 Tag plywood. All of this is clearly shown in our 250 page construction manual.

The Natural Spaces Super-Lok Hub system is a simple bolt together, self-aligning patented building system for domes. It is so simple that your building crew can put up the framework in one day. The triangle panels take an added 1-2 days (depending on size of dome). The rental of an inexpensive air nail gun makes the panel application a breeze.

Where do you begin? Probably at the owner-builder dome school. We'll show you how to fabricate dome parts; then take these parts and build a section of a dome from the foundation up thru the insulation, interior panels and much more.

Think about it - then write or call us.
Owner-contracting literally means that you take on the responsibilities of the general contractor: you hire the sub-contractors; you order and coordinate materials and labor; you make sure everyone is doing their job; you also sometimes pick up and deliver materials.

You take care of the construction loan: take out draws on it; pay labor and material bills and get lien waivers.

You take care of the building permit. You also get to deal with the inspectors on the job site.

Owner-contracting allows you to make some changes as you go, without the general contractor screaming at you wanting to charge double for the crazy idea you had.

Sometimes you can make a deal with subcontractors to assist them to keep their costs down. You can hire yourself to do the things you know how to do or want to do.

Couples sometimes work very well at this job because it usually takes two novice people to replace one general contractor.

And what do you gain from all this besides the biggest dome headache you ever had? monetarily you will save at least 10% to as much as 30% of your project costs - assuming you've done your homework. You'll also gain control over all the decisions being made. We didn't say that you would gain control; just that you would be the one to make all of the job decisions. Instead of not knowing why something was installed wrong or was goofed up, you would be in on the initial decision and find out why it couldn't be done the way you first wanted it. You do need to maintain your sense of humor.
CONTRACTOR BUILT MEANS SOMEONE OTHER THAN YOU IS DOING THE BUILDING AND HANDLING ANY SUBCONTRACTORS IN THE TOTAL CONSTRUCTION OF YOUR DOME HOME.

YOU MAY END UP DOING SOME PAINTING OR FINISHING BUT FOR THE MOST PART YOU JUST STAND BACK AND MAKE DECISIONS.

ONE OF THE MAIN FACTORS IS THAT YOU ARE TRADING DOLLARS FOR TIME. A GOOD DOME CONTRACTOR SHOULD BE ABLE TO FINISH YOUR DOME (DEPENDING ON ITS SIZE AND AMENITIES) IN FROM THREE TO SIX MONTHS. THIS, OF COURSE, IS GOING TO COST YOU MONEY FOR ALL THAT LABOR. HOWEVER, YOU ARE PAYING FOR EXPERTISE, QUALITY CONSTRUCTION AND CRAFTSMANSHIP (WE SHOULD SAY CRAFTSPERSONSHIP BUT IT DOESN'T SOUND GOOD). YOUR BUILDING PROJECT SHOULD ALSO PROCESS MORE SMOOTHLY.

AN IMPORTANT ITEM WITH ANY CONTRACTOR IS TO ESTABLISH A DETAILED, ITEMIZED CONSTRUCTION CONTRACT THAT SPECIFIES AT LEAST A TOTAL SUM. HOWEVER, A COST ITEMIZED CONTRACT IS BETTER TO DEAL WITH THE BRAND NAMES OR QUALITY OF ITEMS SHOULD BE SPECIFIED.

SOME GOOD CONTRACT FORMS ARE PUBLISHED BY THE AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF ARCHITECTS.

MOST NATURAL SPACES DEALERS WILL ACT AS A GENERAL CONTRACTOR FOR YOU. PRICES WILL VARY BY REGION BASED ON VARYING LABOR AND MATERIALS COSTS.

NATURAL SPACES WILL ACT AS AN ADVISER, CONSULTANT, OR SUPERVISOR TO YOUR GENERAL CONTRACTOR IN AREAS WHERE WE DON'T HAVE A DEALER.
financing

Here are two ways many people use to determine their ability to afford a particular home:

1. The total price of the home and land should not exceed 2 to 3 times your annual income.

2. A homeowner should not pay more than 30% to 35% of their total monthly income for monthly housing expenses—mortgage, heat, utilities, repair, insurance.

We can provide an eleven page cost analysis of your dome plan. Using our Macintosh computer, our MAC Dome Budget is a very accurate cost estimate for you and your lender. Inaccurate and incomplete cost estimates are one of the greatest faults of owner-builders. Our MAC Dome Budget shows everyone what it will cost to completely finish your entire dome project.

Natural Spaces has several mortgage brokers and banks that loan on dome homes. Some of these brokers can provide permanent financing in other states.

Natural Spaces maintains a national Domes for Sale list along with a National Registry of Domes providing valuable information for these brokers. Contact us for more information.

You should go to the lender with a personalized package fully detailing your home building plans and your current financial status. You need to show the lender you are prepared and responsible.

If you talk to a loan officer for an hour or two explaining all of your plans and finances, he then has to summarize your conversation to his loan committee. If, instead, he can present the committee with comprehensive drawings, pictures and data, you stand a much better chance for a favorable decision.

Presentation package to lenders:

1. Complete costs including any bids or proposed contracts.
2. Complete floor plans and elevations of what you are going to build.
3. Specifications as to the type and quality of building components.
4. Vicinity map of project showing roads, schools, shopping, etc.
5. Plot plan showing proposed home. Pictures of the site are helpful.
6. Copy of land deed and/or survey—legal description.
7. Septic permit or sewer/water proximity.
8. Owner-builder or owner-contractor qualifications (if applicable).
IF YOU'RE READY FOR THE COMFORT OF DOME LIVING, BUT YOU'RE NOT SURE YOU'RE UP TO THE CHALLENGE OF BUILDING YOUR OWN DREAM DOME, NATURAL SPACES DOMES HAS THE ANSWER - A DOME HOME CONSTRUCTION WORKSHOP FOR OWNER-BUILDERS.

IT IS THE ONLY DOME SCHOOL DEVOTED ENTIRELY TO SHOWING YOU HOW TO BUILD YOUR OWN DOME HOME BY LETTING YOU PARTICIPATE IN THE ACTUAL CONSTRUCTION.

THE WORKSHOP IS OPEN TO ANYONE WHO IS INTERESTED IN LEARNING HOW TO BUILD A DOME OR THOSE WHO WANT TO HAVE CONTROL OF THEIR DOME BUILDING PROJECT. SOME OWNERS HAVE THEIR CONTRACTORS ATTEND. THERE ARE REDUCED FEES FOR MULTIPLE ATTENDEES FROM THE SAME PROJECT.

THE WORKSHOP TAKES PLACE AT OUR FIVE DOME FACTORY, OFFICE AND MODEL DOME FACILITY IN NORTH BRANCH, MINNESOTA, ABOUT 50 MILES NORTH OF MINNEAPOLIS AND ST. PAUL, MINNESOTA. CHECK WITH US FOR EXACT DATES. NORMAL TIMES ARE THE LAST WEEKEND IN APRIL AND IN JUNE.

GIVE US A WEEKEND OF YOUR TIME AND WE'LL GIVE YOU THE HANDS-ON EXPERIENCE YOU NEED TO GET STARTED ON YOUR DOME.
Friday afternoon-evening
During Friday’s session our experts will introduce you to the fundamentals of constructing a dome home. You’ll learn the terminology as you work your way through the construction manual, materials list and blueprints. You will also view a video tape on dome construction and tour our model dome and office dome.

Saturday
On Saturday we’ll put the tools in your hands showing you how to cut your own Super-Wall struts, exterior panels, riser walls, interior panels and other items. Using the components you have made, we’ll then erect a full-scale section of a dome on top of a joist and plywood floor system.

Because we use real size components you’ll be up on ladders and scaffolding, for some of the construction duplicating the real thing.

Sunday morning
Sunday’s session will involve you with installing our wide 72 rolls of fiberglass insulation, installing vapor barrier and interior triangle panels. We will also cut-in a skylight, deal with our exclusive ventilation system, apply felt paper and install shingles. You will set to inspect 8-10 shingle types.

Sunday afternoon
Sunday afternoon’s tour of domes will take you into 2 or 3 other completed domes in the area, allowing you to meet and talk with the owners.

The workshop fee is a small price to pay to save you time, money and future frustration. You can bring your questions to the experts and share your dome dreams with other novice dome builders.

Video - DVD tour

There is a video/DVD you can’t afford to miss. Natural Spaces domes would like to take you inside 8 beautiful dome homes. This tour of domes video-DVD is not a 10 minute glimpse of 2 or 3 domes with a high pressure sales pitch. It is a full length, 50 minute, interesting informative tour and conversation with each dome owner.

Every dome was custom designed to fit the owner’s budget, lifestyle and site. From a small 2 bedroom retirement dome, designed for a couple, to a large 6 bedroom double dome, you will be amazed at how well the dome adapts itself to each owner’s needs.

You will see how our dome homes can provide you with a totally new experience in living — a spacious, open, airy, sky-lit environment.

See for yourself how our cupola skyloft room at the top of our dome, offering a wonderful 360° view. The practical side of this cupola are the windows that open, providing natural ventilation with lots of fresh air, minimizing air-conditioning needs.

See for yourself how a Natural Spaces dome lends itself to any style decor whether it is rustic, country style, traditional, contemporary or moderne.

See for yourself how our domes bring the outside in with our Natural Spaces dome skylights in the shape of triangles, trapezoids, hexagons or pentagons, allowing spectacular panoramic views. Order your video/DVD now.
This unusual tour will let you into some of the most energy-efficient, uniquely-designed domes in the upper Midwest.

No other house tour in the entire world offers so many custom designed, super insulated domes open for touring on the same day. The domes are in a variety of sizes and price ranges. People come from all over the world.

Here's how our tour works - we arrange with 10 to 20 of our dome owners to open their domes to our tour registrants for the first Saturday in May and the first Saturday in October. They are there to answer your questions and explain their dome.

We reimburse the owners for their time and effort. We charge you a modest fee for the tour.

The homes are located in Mpls., St. Paul, up to North Branch, Minn. You are given a detailed map. You drive yourself and being on your own, you can spend as much time looking at the domes that appeal to you the most.

The domes are open from 9:30 AM to 4:30 PM. The owners are present at each of their homes. There are no sales people present except at our main office model dome.

Our tours draw rave reviews from those that attend. The most often heard comment is that instead of seeing one home every month or so and forgetting what each one was like, you are able to view most of these unique dome homes in the same day, enabling you to make intelligent comparisons.
Imagine walking out the door of your dome, across the sand dune on your own private walkway, arriving on the warm sandy beach and your own part of the Atlantic Ocean. You can be a part of this picture by renting our beach dome for a week.

A truly wonderful vacation will be yours in this 38' diameter high profile with 3500 sq. ft. of space. The 2 story great room has a 40' wide panoramic view of the ocean. From the cupola/skyloft 50' above sea level, you can see in all directions and look down on the pelicans flying by.

Located on the beautiful 26 mile long Topsail Island off the southern coast of North Carolina, USA.

Topsail is an island with uncrowded beaches, fishing piers, nearby golf courses and warm summer and fall ocean temps.

This dome was designed for large families or several couples to vacation together, providing private spaces as well as communal spaces able to handle many people.

The beach dome has 6 large bedrooms, 5 facing the ocean with 3 of them opening onto decks. The third floor main bedroom has a 2 person jacuzzi with ocean views and its own private deck. The large 3rd floor family room can sleep 4 more, bringing the sleeping total to 16-18.

We have a huge kitchen fully equipped with dinning at a central table seating 10; a restaurant booth seating 4 with ocean views and a counter with 3 soda fountain swivel stools.

Other amenities include 4 bathrooms, two 10x30 covered decks, triple zoned central air conditioning, 2 large window seats, 4 color cable TVs, 2 VCRs, AM/FM stereo, ceiling fans in each bedroom - enough stuff for a good self-indulgent vacation.

See us at: www.beachdome.com
dealers

We have a small group of authorized, independent dealers in various parts of the United States. These dealers have fabricated and constructed domes and can offer you their personal experience and expertise.

Some of these dealers purchase our patented Natural Spaces Dome Connector kit and produce our Shell kit on a local basis. This can save you substantial shipping costs. Most of them also offer contracting services enabling you to get experienced local assistance in completing your dome.

We enjoy a dealer network who believe in our unique dome building system. We're proud to recommend them to you.

Foreign and overseas shipments of our complete dome systems can be easily accommodated in ocean-going containers. Unloading is simple if the owner purchases the container, making it into an on-site workshop.

Shipments of our dome systems in the continental U.S. are handled in closed, 53 semi-truck trailers. Rates are based on miles, not weight. See our price list.

Natural Spaces Domes will continue to provide and service dome structures well into the future. Dennis Odin Johnson and his fiance, Tessa Hill, have a clear and dedicated mission to leave this Earth in a healthier, more natural state than when they entered. Dennis' son, Erik, works full time at Natural Spaces Domes. Tessa's daughter, Karina, works part time during college summers. Jim, Nancy, Dick, Darren, and the other hardworking, experienced staff are dedicated to making sure you get personal attention whether you are curious or serious about domes. We think that is the least you deserve.
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THANKS TO ALL OUR WONDERFUL CUSTOMERS FOR LETTING ME TAKE PICTURES OF ALL THEIR GREAT DOME HOMES - D.O.J